
What is the Scientific 
Method?

Ms.Tilts



Topic: What is the Scientific Method?
HW: Bell Ringers Due Monday, Finish IV/Dv worksheet 
from Class

Do Now: Imagine you are a famous scientist. What 
steps would you take to make a discovery?

Copy in Binder

Copy AND answer 
in binder

Copy in Planner Don’t 
forget to 

turn late 

work in!



What is the Scientific Method?
Scientific Method: a step-by-step 
method used to gather, analyze, and 
interpret evidence to test a tentative claim 
(hypothesis).



Intro to unit- Animal behavior Field Study
Field Investigation: an experiment in which one variable is chosen 
within a natural environment to observe and measure how that 
chosen variable affects another variable.



How do we set up an experiment?
Independent Variable (IV): the part of an experiment that is changed on purpose by 
the scientist (manipulated variable). I changes the independent variable- the CAUSE.

Dependent Variable (DV): the part of an experiment that may change in response to 
the independant variable. THE EFFECT.

Constants (C): the parts of an experiment that are kept the same to ensure a fair 
test. These are the things you keep the same to ensure there is only one independent 
variable.

Control Group (CG): the part of an experiment that receives no special treatment 
(no purposeful changes); not every experiment has a control group. This would be 
the NORMAL group.



Example
Ms.Tilts and her students want to test 
how the type of liquid used to water a 
plant will affect its growth. She uses 
gatorade, soda, water, and red bull. 

Independent: type of liquid used

Dependent: plant height

Control: plants that received water

Constants: type of plant, amount of sun, 
amount of liquid, type of soil, etc.



Let’s Practice
Class: We will do numbers 1 & 2 as a class

Group: Your group will do numbers 3-6 together

Independent: you will do numbers 6-11 alone



Exit Ticket- This is independent, please put your name 
on your post-it.

Ms.Tilts wants to know if the amount of sleep a student gets 
affects their score on a test the next day. She has the same 
student sleep the normal seven hours and take a test. The next 
week, she has the same person sleep 3 hours and take the same 
test. The next week, the same person sleeps ten hours and takes 
the same test. She compares the three test scores.

1) What would the independent variable be for this experiment?
2) What would the dependent variable be for this experiment?
3) What would the constants be in this experiment?
4) What would the controls be in this experiment?


